2017 - 2018 COURSE CATALOG

The University of Montana capitalizes on its unique strengths to create knowledge, provide an active learning environment for students, and offer programs and services responsive to the needs of Montanans. The University delivers education and training on its four campuses and through telecommunications to sites inside and outside of Montana. With public expectations on the rise, the University asks its students, faculty, and staff to do and accomplish even more than they have in the past. The University has a commitment to education defined in the broadest sense as personal development and citizen preparation, workforce development and training, graduate education and research, service learning, and community building on and off the campuses. The University enhances its programs through continuous quality review for improvement and remains fully accountable to the citizenry through annual audits and performance evaluations.

Disclaimer

As of Thursday, June 29, 2017, the 2017-2018 catalog is available online. Final changes/preparations are continuing before we have a final catalog in the very near future. The University of Montana is updating much of the technology behind the scenes in order to better present the online catalog.

The University and its colleges and schools reserve the right to change the rules, the calendar regulating admission and registration, the instruction in and the graduation from the University and any other regulations affecting the student. The University also reserves the right to withdraw or adjust courses and programs as they appear in the catalog at any time. Please direct questions about the catalog and the information contained within to the Registrar's Office or the department offering the courses.